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Conversant Announces Consumer Relationship Challenge
Invites Brands to Test Conversant Against Any Other Vendor for 30 Days; Guarantees More Accurate,
Persistent Cross-Device Recognition than Anyone in the Industry
CHICAGO, IL (September 24, 2015) – Conversant, the leader in personalized digital marketing, today
announced its first-ever Consumer Relationship Challenge. Brands are invited to test Conversant for 30 days
against any other vendor, promising more accurate, persistent cross-device recognition than anyone else. If
Conversant doesn’t win the challenge, the brand’s next campaign with similar budget is on them.
“The toughest marketing challenge today is accurately recognizing individual consumers and reaching them
with continuity and compelling messages, over long periods of time, within the privacy framework. It takes more
than connecting devices, cookies or browsers to each other—and we do it better than anyone,” said Ric Elert,
President, Conversant.
To build ongoing consumer relationships, there are three requirements: accurate recognition of the consumer
on an individual level; ability to reach and message them on all their devices; and persistence to stay
connected with them over time. With verified 95% accuracy rates, Conversant bases consumer recognition on
verifiably accurate, closed-loop reporting of actual purchases, made online and offline. Conversant matches
devices to individuals and recognizes nearly all consumers as they move between their devices, channels and
media formats over time. Clients achieve an average 10x incremental ROAS.
“There are a lot of claims flooding the marketplace, with many saying they can recognize consumers across
devices. But they match only at the IP or household level, with abysmal accuracy rates. Our Consumer
Relationship Challenge will show that we reach real, actual individuals with more persistency and accuracy
than any competitor,” added Elert.
For more information about the Consumer Relationship Challenge, visit: The Consumer Relationship Challenge
###
About Conversant, LLC
Conversant is the leader in personalized digital marketing. Conversant helps the world's biggest companies
grow by creating personalized experiences that deliver higher returns for brands and greater satisfaction for
people. We offer a fully integrated personalization platform, personalized media programs and the world's
largest affiliate marketing network—all fueled by a deep understanding of what motivates people to engage,
connect and buy. For more information, please visit www.conversantmedia.com.

